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Three raunchy tales of husbands and wives
breaking ALL the rules!Acclaimed author
Simone Scarlet delivers three sizzlingly
explicit
tales
of
romance
and
lust...Acclaimed author Simone Scarlet is
well-known for her scorching-hot tales of
romance and erotica. Now, in this
explosive collection, you can read three
tales pulled together for the first time in
one great-value volume. Save over 40% on
buying these stories individually.In this
collection, youll read:Nympho: When New
Jersey housewife Gina seeks treatment for
her fear of flying, she leaves with an
unintended consequence: Shes suddenly
unwilling to say no to any sexual demand
made of her... From her husband, her
bisexual best friend... Even her sexy,
Jamaican boss! Swept away on the most
thrilling sexual adventure of her life, Gina
searches desperately for a solution - but
there are unscrupulous sorts out there who
are eager to exploit Ginas accidental
nymphomania!Old
Flame:
When
housewife
Gina
learns
that
her
ex-boyfriend Kristoph - the ex-boyfriend,
the one she nearly married - is flying back
into town for the week, shes eager to catch
up with him. Their relationship might not
have panned out; but hes still one of the
most fiercely loyal friends she has. But the
problem is her husband, Simon. Youd think
hed be jealous of Gina catching up with her
old flame; but in fact, hes actually turned
on by it. Over the course of some pretty
explicit sexual fantasies, he makes it very
clear that if Gina wanted to rekindle more
than just her friendship, hed be okay with
it. Which puts Gina on the horns of a very
horny dilemma.Massage: To celebrate their
wedding anniversary, Simon has arranged a
luxury couples massage for him and his
wife, Gina. But theres a twist. The two
masseuses are gorgeous, muscular men and when they start rubbing Gina down,
they dont stop just because they get to the
parts of her body covered by a towel. In
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fact, these two talented men soon have
Gina squirming and quivering on the
massage table - and then Simon gives them
permission to take their pleasure with her.
Helpless to her desires, Gina experiences
erotic pleasure like never before - and is
driven so wild with lust, she eagerly begs
to feel them inside her, even though shes
not on any form of birth control.Save over
40%! Click Buy Now Today!
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